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The new Six Sigma has had no less than a dazzling debut, starting in late 1994 with AlliedSignal. Originated in 1987 at Motorola, Six Sigma was adopted by very few companies, though it was not taken very seriously. Only after AlliedSignal (now known as Honeywell) demonstrated Six Sigma's effectiveness in redefining a company, achieving dramatic results and—more importantly—positively affecting the lives of thousands of employees, did Six Sigma catch the imagination of corporate America. General Electric (GE) adopted Six Sigma in 1996 with a vengeance.
With Jack Welch (GE) and Larry Bossidy (AlliedSignal) promoting the effectiveness and necessity of Six Sigma, the Six Sigma tsunami began. A former Motorola quality leader, Richard Schroeder, was the chief advisor to both these dynamic leaders. In fact, Richard lead the AlliedSignal Six Sigma deployment for Larry. With the leadership of these three spiritual leaders, hundreds of companies have met the challenge of deploying Six Sigma into their businesses. There are very few stories of failed deployments.

This book was written to inspire leaders to commit to deploying Six Sigma and to demystify the process. If you are a senior leader of an organization, or a leader who might be involved in launching Six Sigma, this book is for you. The book will also work well to provide a handbook (or playbook) to support your organization's effort as you start Six Sigma. Everyone wants to know what the next great initiative will be after Six Sigma. 

This book will not directly answer that question. But, the next best thing may reside in a company's or organization's ability to effectively deploy change initiatives. To quickly identify and initiate a change program will be the core competency of the millennium. This book demonstrates the way to deploy a complex change initiative within 90 days—the deployment milestones are here, and the roadmaps are here. Essentially, if you don't effectively deploy Six Sigma, it won't matter what the next big program will be.

These milestones and roadmaps are based on my 18+ years' experience in Six Sigma, plus the extensive experience of the 10 contributors to the book. We have seen the critical milestones that work and the failure modes that lead to mediocrity. More importantly, we have provided enough detail to equip you with the knowledge of what to do, how to do it, and when to do it.

Because of my Six Sigma work with the 1994 AlliedSignal deployment, I draw many principles from Larry Bossidy and Richard Schroeder. Larry was the business leader and Rich was the spiritual leader for the initiative—they were a perfect team. These two leaders were responsible for, most likely, the best deployment of Six Sigma ever. With pinpoint accuracy, their leadership teams deployed a very large program in about 90 days. This deployment was a tribute to leaders who weren't afraid to get emotionally involved with change.

Six Sigma presents a clear challenge because of its multifaceted nature. The Six Sigma continuum includes sophisticated statistical methods, problem-solving roadmaps, alignment of strategy to internal actions, and high-powered leadership. This book addresses the actions necessary to create hundreds of "Great Groups" working throughout your company to redefine your performance.

This book will consist of three sections: Part I, "Pre-Launch," Part II, "The First 90 Days," and Part III, "Post-Launch." The term launch is defined as the activities leading up to the first wave of Six Sigma training programs. 
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Introducing HTML5 (2nd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to the second edition of the Remy & Bruce show. Since the first edition of this book came out in July 2010, much has changed: support for HTML5 is much more widespread; Internet Explorer 9 finally came out; Google Chrome announced it would drop support for H.264 video; Opera experimented with video streaming...
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Introduction to the Mathematics of Medical Imaging, Second EditionSIAM, 2007
At the heart of every medical imaging technology is a sophisticated mathematical model of the measurement process and an algorithm to reconstruct an image from the measured data. This book provides a firm foundation in the mathematical tools used to model the measurements and derive the reconstruction algorithms used in most imaging modalities in...
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Social Network Data AnalyticsSpringer, 2011

	Social network analysis applications have experienced tremendous advances within the last few years due in part to increasing trends towards users interacting with each other on the internet. Social networks are organized as graphs, and the data on social networks takes on the form of massive streams, which are mined for a variety of...
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Integral Transforms and Their Applications, Second EditionCRC Press, 2006
Keeping the style, content, and focus that made the first edition a bestseller, Integral Transforms and their Applications, Second Edition stresses the development of analytical skills rather than the importance of more abstract formulation. The authors provide a working knowledge of the analytical methods required in pure and applied mathematics,...
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JavaScript: Learn Basics of Scripting Language and Use in Programming Easily(javascript advanced,javascript algorithm,javascript and jquery,javascript beginners guide,javascript interview) (Volume 1)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	JavaScript is one of the oldest programming languages known that are still in use by programmers today. The most beautiful part of this language is that it is relatively simple compared to other programming languages. JavaScriptis a very fundamental language to learn during your early years as a programmer. It has the flexibilityneeded to...
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Practical Programming: An Introduction to Computer Science Using Python (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
Practical Programming is true to its name. The information it presents is organized around useful tasks rather than abstract constructs, and each chapter addresses a well-contained and important aspect of programming in Python. A student wondering “How do I make the computer do X?” would be able to find their answer very quickly with...
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